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Abstract

Activation of the PI3K–AKT signaling cascade is a common
critical event during malignant transformation. In this study, we
used thyroid gland epithelial cells and a series of genetically
engineered mouse strains as model systems to demonstrate that,
although necessary, AKT activation is not sufficient for PI3K-
driven transformation. Instead, transformation requires the activ-
ity of the PDK1-regulated AGC family of protein kinases. In

particular, SGK1 was found to be essential for proliferation and
survival of thyroid cancer cells harboring PI3K-activating muta-
tions. Notably, cotargeting SGK1 and AKT resulted in significantly
higher growth suppression than inhibiting either PI3K or AKT
alone. Overall, these findings underscore the clinical relevance of
AKT-independent pathways in tumors driven by genetic lesions
targeting the PI3K cascade. Cancer Res; 77(24); 6914–26.�2017 AACR.

Introduction
Activation of PI3K signaling through a variety of mechanisms,

including PIK3CA-activating mutations or amplification, and
PTEN mutation, deletion, or silencing, is found in about 40%
of all human cancers (1, 2). Some specific tumor types, such as
breast, prostate, colorectal, and endometrial cancer, as well as
glioblastoma and anaplastic thyroid carcinoma, showevenhigher
mutation rates for members of this pathway (2, 3). PI3K-depen-
dent generation of phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-triphosphate
(PIP3) triggers membrane recruitment of proteins containing a
PH-domain, such as the three AKT isoforms and the PDK1 kinase.
Furthermore, it leads to the activation of themTORC2 complex by
relieving an autoinhibitory mechanism involving its component,
SIN1 (4). mTORC2 and PDK1 act then in concert to phosphor-
ylate and activate AKT (5, 6).

Although, traditionally, AKT is considered the primary effector
of PI3K-transforming activity, there is accumulating evidence that
additional PI3K-dependent pathways may play a critical role
during neoplastic transformation (7) or in driving adaptive resis-
tance to PI3K inhibition (8, 9).

In fact, mTORC1 and mTORC2, two key PI3K effectors, acti-
vate, in cooperation with PDK1, several members of the AGC
family of kinases, including S6K, PKC, and SGK (10). These
targets, in turn, are known to control pathwayswith direct bearing
on the transformation process (11).

In view of these notions, it is noteworthy that a formal,
systematic in vivo genetic approach to address the questions of
(i) whether AKT activation is sufficient for tumor development
and maintenance, and (ii) what is the role in these processes, if
any, of the other PI3K/PDK1–dependent pathways, has never
been reported.

As PI3K activation is a common feature of advanced and
aggressive thyroid cancer (3), we have used the thyroid gland as
a relevant model system to address this issue and have generated
a series of mouse models in which different critical components
of the PI3K signaling cascade have been selectively manipulated
in the thyroid epithelial cells.

We have found that although AKT activation is essential for
PI3K-dependent neoplastic transformation, it is clearly not
sufficient. In fact, we show that activation of PDK1-dependent
AGC kinases is essential for tumor development. Furthermore,
we provide evidence that the AGC kinase family member
SGK1 plays a critical role downstream of PI3K activation
for tumor maintenance and that it represents a critical ther-
apeutic target.

Materials and Methods
Animals

The Ptenthyr�/�, [Ptenthyr�/�,KrasG12D], and [Pten,Tp53]thyr�/�

strains have been described previously (12–14). Pdk1L155E mice
(15) were kindly provided by Dr. Dario Alessi (University of
Dundee, Dundee, Scotland). All strains were backcrossed in the
129S6/SvEv background for at least 10 generations. All experi-
mental procedures involving mice were conducted in accordance
with IACUC-approved protocols.
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Tissue analysis
Formalin-fixed sampleswere paraffin embedded andprocessed

for routine hematoxylin and eosin staining. Six-micron sections
were subjected to antigen retrieval, incubated with antibodies
against Ki67 (Dako), and counterstained with hematoxylin.

Alternatively, mice were injected intraperitoneally with bro-
modeoxyuridine (BrdUrd; 10 mg/kg, Sigma) 2 hours before
sacrifice. Anti-Ki67 and anti–BrdUrd-stained sections were ana-
lyzed using the ImageJ software.

Western blot analysis and antibodies
Cells, thyroids, and tumor tissue were homogenized on ice in

RIPA buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with Halt
Protease and Phosphatase Inhibitor cocktail (Thermo Fisher
Scientific). Protein concentrationwas determined using the Pierce
BCA Protein Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Western blot analysis
was carried out using 30 to 50mg proteins run on Bis-Tris SDS
precast gels (GenScript).

All the primary antibodies used were purchased from Cell
Signal Technology and used at a dilution of 1:1,000 in 5% BSA
in TBS-T. Signals were detected with HRP-conjugated secondary
antibodies (ThermoFisher Scientific) and the chemiluminescence
substrate Luminata Crescendo (EMDMillipore). Equivalent load-
ing was confirmed with anti–b-actin (Sigma-Aldrich).

Cell lines, drug treatments, and cell proliferation
Cell lineswere established from tumorsdeveloped inPtenthyr�/�,

[Pten, Tp53]thyr�/� and [Ptenthyr�/�,KrasG12D,Pdk1L155E] mice as
described previously (16, 17). All mouse cell lines, as well as the
human cell lines 8505c, ACT1, and CAL62 were grown in DMEM
(HyClone) supplemented with 10% FBS (HyClone) and Mycozap
Plus-CL (Lonza Biologics). The human cell lines TAD2, N-Thy-Ori,
T235, T238, THJ21T, SW1736, C643, Ocut2, T243, and THJ16T
were grown in RPMI (HyClone) supplemented with 10% FBS
(HyClone) and Mycozap Plus-CL. All cell lines were maintained
at37�Cwith5%CO2.Cell identitywas validatedbySTSprofiling as
well as by amplifying and sequencing genomic fragments encom-
passing their known mutations.

Chemical inhibitors GSK650394, EMD638683, MK2206, and
GDC-0941were purchased from Selleck Chemicals and dissolved
in DMSO.

For drug sensitivity experiments on parental cell lines, all
inhibitors were added 24 hours after plating. After 72 hours of
treatment, cells were detached and counted using a Z2 Coulter
counter (Beckman Coulter). Final DMSO concentration in media
was always below 0.1%. EC50 value calculation and statistical
analysis were done using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software).

In experiments on lentivirally transduced cell lines, cells were
pretreated with 250 ng/mL (THJ16T) or 500 ng/mL (T4888M)
doxycycline hyclate (Sigma-Aldrich) for 48 hours prior to treat-
ment with GDC-0941. Drugs were added immediately after cell
seeding.

For long-term doubling rate experiments, 5 � 104 cells were
plated in the presence of chemical inhibitors or doxycycline
hyclate. Every 3 days, cells were harvested, counted, and 5 �
104 cells were reseeded.

Statistical analysis of drug synergy was evaluated from the
results of the Wst-1 assays and calculated using the Chou–Talalay
method (18) and the CalcuSyn Software (Biosoft). To determine
synergy between two drugs, the software uses a median-effect
method that determines whether the drug combination produces

greater effects together than expected from the summation of their
individual effects. The combination index (CI) values are calcu-
lated for the different dose-effect plots (for each of the serial
dilutions) based on the parameters derived from the median-
effect plots of the individual drugs or drug combinations at the
fixed ratios. The CI was calculated on the basis of the assumption
ofmutually nonexclusive drug interactions. CI values significantly
>1 are antagonistic, not significantly different than 1 are additive,
and values <1 are synergistic.

3D spheroid assays
A total of 5 � 103 cells were plated in 96-well round bottom,

ultralow attachment plates (Corning). Spheroid volume was
measured after 3 and 10 days using ImageJ.

shRNAs and doxycycline-inducible cell lines
Cells were transduced with lentiviruses encoding shRNAs

against SGK1 (from the TRC Genome-Wide shRNA Collection).
After preliminary experiments with a battery of previously fully
validated clones (9), shRNA TRCN0000040175 was chosen for
subsequent experiments due to its superior targeting efficiency.

ShRNA TRCN0000040175 was cloned into the Tet-pLKO-puro
(Addgene plasmid #21915). Lentiviral constructs were packaged
in HEK293 cells transfected using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitro-
gen). Viral supernatant was collected 48 to 72 hours after trans-
fection, combined, and filtered using 0.45-mm Nalgene SFCA
syringe filters (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Target cells were plated
24 hours before infection and then exposed to viral supernatant
supplemented with 20 mg/mL polybrene (Santa Cruz Biotechno-
logy). Mouse cell lines were then selected for at least 72 hours
with puromycin (Corning) 5 mg/mL, whereas a concentration of
2 mg/mL was used for human cell lines.

Transduced cell lines were pretreated with 250 to 500 ng/mL
doxycycline hyclate for 48 hours prior to plating for growth curve
experiments. After seeding, cells were counted every 24 hours, and
cell number was determined as described previously. In all experi-
ments performed on transduced cell lines, doxycycline hyclate
was replaced every 24 hours.

PIP3 determination
Mass spectrometry was used to measure inositol lipid levels

essentially as described previously (19), using a QTRAP 4000
(AB Sciex) mass spectrometer and employing the lipid extraction
and derivitization method described for whole tissue, with the
modification that frozen tissue samples were ground under liquid
N2 with a mortar and pestle prior to analysis (instead of Dounce
homogenizer), and that 10 ng C17:0/C16:0 PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 ISD
(internal standard) and 10 ng C17:0/C16:0 PtdIns ISD was
added to primary extracts. Final samples were dried in a speedvac
concentrator rather than under N2. Measurements were con-
ducted in triplicate per experiment, 0.5 mg per sample.

RNA extraction and real-time PCR
Total RNA was extracted with TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen)

according to the manufacturer's protocol. RNA yields were
assessed using a NanoDrop 1000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). RNA
(1 mg) was reverse transcribed using the Maxima First Strand
cDNA Synthesis Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the
manufacturer's instructions. qRT-PCR was conducted on a Ste-
pOne Plus apparatus using the Absolute Blue qPCR Rox Mix
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) and TaqMan expression assays
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(Applied Biosystem) following the manufacturer's instructions.
The TaqMan expression assays used were Mm00441380_m1
(Sgk1), Mm00449845_m1 (Sgk2), Mm00453797_m1 (Sgk3),
Mm02026778_g1 (Akt2), and Mm00446973_m1 (Tbp). Each
sample was run in triplicate, and Akt2 and Tbp were used to
normalize the input RNA. Relative quantities were calculated
using the 2-DDCt method.

Cell-cycle DNA analysis
Transduced cell lines were seeded in 10-cm plates, cultured

overnight at 37�C, and incubated for 72 hours with doxycycline
hyclate 250 ng/mL. Cells were harvested by trypsin treatment and
fixed in 70% ethanol in ice for 30 minutes. After treatment with
RNase (Genentech/Roche) for 5 minutes at room temperature,
cells were stained with propidium iodide (Genentech/Roche)
overnight, andDNA contentwasmeasured using a BD FACSCanto
II system (BD Biosciences).

Annexin V staining
Cell lines were seeded in 100-mm plates, cultured overnight at

37�C, and incubated for 72-96-120 hours with doxycycline
hyclate. Cells were harvested by trypsinization, and supernatant
was also collected. Cells were stained with Annexin V FITC and
propidium iodide (BD Biosciences) for 15 minutes at room
temperature in thedark. Sampleswere analyzedbyflowcytometry
within 1 hour using a BD FACSCanto II system (BD Biosciences).
Flow cytometry analysis was performed on the FloJo platform.

In vivo experiments
Eight-week-old NSG mice, from the Einstein Shared Facility in

Stem Cell Research, were injected subcutaneously with 5 � 106

T4888M or THJ16T cells previously transduced with an inducible
shRNA targeting SGK1. When tumors reached a size between 100
and 150mm3, mice were randomized to control and doxycycline
hyclate treatment groups. Doxycycline hyclate was dissolved in
water and administered via oral gavage (100 mg/kg) daily, and
tumor volume was calculated from two-dimensional measure-
ments using the equation: tumor volume ¼ (length � width2) �
0.5. Tumor weight was measured at the end of the experiment.

Results
AKT activation is indispensable for PI3K-dependent
transformation

Ptenthyr�/� mice are born with mildly hyperplastic thyroid
glands (12) and slowly develop solid, nodular lesions that prog-
ress to locally invasive follicular carcinomas after one year of age
(Fig. 1A and B; ref. 20). To test to what extent unrestrained PI3K
relies on AKT activation to induce hyperproliferation and trans-
formation of mouse thyrocytes, we generated a mouse model in
which Akt1 and Akt2 are simultaneously deleted in the thyroid
epithelial cells, alone or in combination with the loss-of-function
Pten allele. Akt3 was excluded from this analysis, as its expression
is undetectable in the mouse thyroid (Supplementary Fig. S1).

Although codeletion of Akt1 and Akt2 did not cause any overt
phenotype, and did not alter thyroid size or histology at any time
point analyzed, it drastically inhibited the development of both
follicular hyperplasia and nodular lesions in Ptenthyr�/�mice (no
triple-mutant mice with nodules at 48 weeks, vs. 66.7% of
Ptenthyr�/� mice; Fig. 1A and B).

Thus, based on in vivo genetic data, AKT activation appears to be
an absolute requirement for theoncogenic activity of unrestrained
PI3K. It remains to be seen, however, whether it is sufficient to
drive thyrocyte transformation.

Notably, we found that the size of the thyroid in the triple
mutants was still slightly but significantly larger than that of wild-
type mice (Fig. 1A), suggesting that AKT is not the only player
downstream of active PI3K to participate in the thyroid hyper-
plastic response.

Also AGC kinase activation is essential for PI3K-dependent
transformation

In addition to AKT, PI3K controls, via mTORC1 andmTORC2,
the activation of several members of the AGC family of protein
kinases, including S6K, SGK, and a number of PKC isoforms (10).
Similar to AKT, activation of these kinases requires two phos-
phorylation events, one in the activation loop, mediated by
PDK1, and the other in the hydrophobic motif, mediated by
mTORC1 or mTORC2. Other AGC kinases such as RSK, instead,
require ERK1/2 activity for the hydrophobic motif phosphoryla-
tion. In stark contrast with AKT, phosphorylation of the AGC
kinase activation loop is absolutely dependent on prior phos-
phorylation of the hydrophobic motif, which creates a docking
site for the PIF-pocket of PDK1 (21). Consequently, a point
mutation in the PIF-pocket, L155E, completely abolishes PDK1
ability to activate all the AGC kinases, without impacting its
ability to phosphorylate AKT (22).

We have taken advantage of this differential activation mech-
anism to explore the role and relevance of AGC kinases activation
downstream of PI3K.

To this end, Ptenthyr�/� mice were crossed to mice in which
the Pdk1 L155E-mutant allele is expressed from its endogenous
locus in a Cre-dependent manner (15). The resulting com-
pound mutant progeny was then compared with sex- and
age-matched wild-type and single-mutant mice. Western blot
analysis of thyroid extracts confirmed that AKT was still fully
phosphorylated in the double mutants and was able to phos-
phorylate its targets, GSK3a/b, while the PIF pocket–dependent
S6K was, as predicted, unable to phosphorylate ribosomal
protein S6 (Fig. 1C).

Analysis of control, Ptenthyr�/�, and compoundmutant mice at
12, 48, and 60 weeks of age revealed that impairment of AGC
kinase activation significantly mitigates the hyperplastic pheno-
type observed in the thyroid of Ptenthyr�/� mice. Both thyroid
weight and thyrocyte proliferative index were reduced by at least
50% at each time point analyzed, strongly suggesting that AKT
activation is only partially responsible for the hyperproliferative
phenotype, and that AGC kinase-driven pathways are critical for
thyroid proliferation (Fig. 1D–F).

Histologic analysis of these thyroids revealed striking differ-
ences: at 48 weeks of age, when over 60% of Ptenthyr�/� female
micedisplay nodular lesions, and a fewof them(3%)alreadyhave
progressed to invasive carcinomas, 97% of Ptenthyr�/�,Pdk1L155E

compoundmutantmice displayed onlymild hyperplasia (Fig. 2A
and B). At 60 weeks, when over 46% of Ptenthyr�/� female mice
display invasive carcinomas, and 43% have nodular lesions, 94%
of Ptenthyr�/�,Pdk1L155E compound mutant mice still displayed
simple hyperplasia (Fig. 2A and B). We have previously reported
(20) that male Ptenthyr�/� mutants show a delay in the develop-
ment of thyroid neoplastic lesions. At 60 weeks of age, 7% of
Ptenthyr�/�malemice display invasive carcinomas, and 64% have
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nodular lesions; on the other hand, 94% of Ptenthyr�/�,Pdk1L155E

compound mutant males displayed simple hyperplasia (Supple-
mentary Fig. S2). These data strongly suggest that, despite con-

stitutive AKT activity, the simple thyroid hyperplasia developed
by Ptenthyr�/�,Pdk1L155E compoundmutants does not progress to
neoplastic lesions.
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Figure 1.

Genetic analysis of the role of AKT and PDK1-dependent AGC kinases in the development of thyroid hyperplasia. A, Thyroid weight at 48 weeks of age for mice
of the indicated genotypes. B, Hematoxylin and eosin staining of representative sections from thyroid glands dissected from 48-week old mice of the indicated
genotypes. Bar, 500 mm. C,Western blot analysis showing that the Pdk1 L155E allele does not affect AKT phosphorylation and activity, but completely impairs the
activity of the PIF pocket–dependent AGC kinase S6K. D–F, Thyroid weight at 12, 48, and 60 weeks of age, showing the effect of the Pdk1 L155E allele on the
hyperplasia induced by Pten deletion. In addition, the thyroid proliferative index was measured by BrdUrd incorporation (D) or by Ki67 staining (E).
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AGC kinase inactivation drastically impairs tumor progression
in aggressive models of thyroid cancer

The thyroid lesions developed by Ptenthyr�/�mice progress very
slowly to invasive tumors. This prompted us to analyze the effect
of ablating AGC kinase activation in more aggressive models of
thyroid cancer. We have reported that simultaneous thyroid-
specific activation of Kras and PI3K leads to the rapid develop-
ment of aggressive carcinomas (14). When we introduced the
Pdk1 L155E-mutant allele into this strain, we found that the
median survival of the triple compound mutants was increased

from 8 to 29 weeks (Fig. 2C). Furthermore, histologic analysis
revealed that the lesions developed by the triplemutants were not
solid carcinomas, as in the Ptenthyr�/�,KrasG12D mice, but rather
massive hyperplasias ultimately leading to mouse death via
airway compression (Fig. 2D).

We have generated stable cell lines from thyroid lesions devel-
oped by Ptenthyr�/�,KrasG12D (20) as well as by Ptenthyr�/�,
KrasG12D,Pdk1L155E mice. In agreement with the in vivo data, cell
lines carrying the Pdk1 L155E-mutant allele proliferated dramat-
ically slower than their Pdk1 wild-type counterpart, both in
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Figure 2.

The Pdk1 L155E allele prevents PI3K-dependent tumor
development. A, Hematoxylin and eosin staining of
representative sections from thyroid glands dissected
from 12- and 60-week old mice of the indicated
genotypes. Bar, 100 mm. B, Effect of the Pdk1 L155E allele
on the incidence of hyperplasia, solid nodules, and
carcinomas in Ptenthyr�/� mice at 48 and 60 weeks
of age. C, Kaplan–Meier analysis of the effect of the
Pdk1 L155E allele on the survival of Ptenthyr�/�,KrasG12D

mice. D, Hematoxylin and eosin staining of
representative sections from thyroid glands dissected
from mice of the indicated genotypes, showing that the
Pdk1 L155E allele prevents the development of solid,
invasive tumors.E,Analysis of the effect of thePdk1 L155E
allele on the proliferation of cell lines established from
thyroid glands dissected from mice of the indicated
genotypes. F, 3D growth analysis of spheroids derived
from the same cell lines as in E. Size is expressed as
final volume at day 7 divided by the initial volume
measured at 24 hours after plating.
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standard culture conditions and as spheroids in the more phys-
iologic 3D growth conditions (Fig. 2E and F).

Finally, we tested the effect of the Pdk1 L155E-mutant allele on
the development of anaplastic thyroid carcinoma, the most
aggressive and undifferentiated subtype of thyroid cancer, using
the [Pten, Tp53]thyr�/�model (16). [Pten, Tp53]thyr�/�mice devel-
op follicular carcinomas early on, which progress to anaplastic
carcinomas in over 70% of cases by 48 weeks of age.

Impairment of AGC kinase activation reduced the weight of the
compound mutant glands by 75%, to the same level observed in
single-mutant Ptenthyr�/� mice (Fig. 3A). Histologic analysis of
these lesions showed that only 5% of cases had nests of undif-
ferentiated cells, while 65% of cases showed only well-differen-
tiated follicular carcinomas, and 30% nodular hyperplasia (Fig.
3B and C).

Thus, despite constitutive PI3K and AKT activation, neoplastic
lesions developed by [Pten, Tp53]thyr�/�, Pdk1L155E thyroids are
unable to progress to aggressive, undifferentiated anaplastic
carcinomas.

Geneticmanipulationof PI3Kdownstreameffectorsmight lead
to unexpected feedbacks that could impact PI3K catalytic activity.

To assess the activation status of PI3K in our genetic models, we
measured the levels of phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-triphosphate
(PIP3) in wild-type, single, double, and triple mutant thyroids,
using a well-established mass spectrometry approach and found
that PIP3 levels were increased, as expected, in Ptenthyr�/� mice,
but did not change upon introduction of additional mutant
alleles (Fig. 3D).

Thus, despite a fully active PI3K/AKT axis, Ptenthyr�/� thyrocytes
absolutely need AGC kinase activity to reach their full transfor-
mation potential, which is dictated by the additional genetic
alterations introduced (Kras, Tp53, etc.).

Activation of SGK family members is required for PI3K-active
cancer cell proliferation

To identify the critical AGC kinase that is required for full PI3K
oncogenic activity, we used a large panel of mouse and human
thyroid cancer cell lines encompassing the spectrum ofmutations
most commonly found in advanced thyroid tumors and per-
formed a sensitivity screen using small-molecule inhibitors of
PI3K and mTORC1 (as controls), and of the PI3K-regulated AGC
kinase families, S6K, PKC, and SGK.
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The Pdk1 L155E allele prevents the
development of anaplastic carcinomas in
[Pten, Tp53]thyr�/� mice. A, Thyroid weight
at 48 weeks of age for mice of the indicated
genotypes. B, Hematoxylin and eosin
staining of representative sections from
thyroid glands dissected from mice of the
indicated genotypes, showing that the Pdk1
L155E allele prevents the development of
undifferentiated tumors. C, Effect of the
Pdk1 L155E allele on the incidence of
solid nodules, follicular, and anaplastic
carcinomas in [Pten, Tp53]thyr�/� mice at
48 weeks of age. D, Mass spectrometry
measurement of the PIP3/PI ratio in extracts
from thyroids of the indicated genotypes.
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Strikingly, we found that PKC and S6K inhibitors had little to
no effect on the proliferation of thyroid cancer cells at concentra-
tions commonly used in cell culture assays. On the other hand,
GSK650394, an SGK inhibitor, had a dramatic growth-suppres-
sive effect, especially in cells carrying driver mutations that acti-
vate PI3K signaling (Fig. 4A).

Given the lack of antibodies specifically recognizing active SGK,
we tested the phosphorylation level of NDRG1, a bona fide SGK
target, in the thyroids of wild-type, Pten-mutant, and double-
mutant mice, and found that, indeed, SGK activation is increased
in Ptenthyr�/� thyroids and returns at baseline levels in the glands
of Ptenthyr�/�,Pdk1L155E compound mutant mice (Fig. 4B).

These data suggest that SGK is the critical AGC kinase that is
required for PI3K full oncogenic activity.

Commercially available SGK inhibitors are notoriously sub-
optimal in terms of target selectivity. To verify that SGK is indeed
the critical target affecting thyroid cancer cell proliferation, we
first reduced the dose of GSK650394 by 40% and found that a
3 mmol/L concentration was still able to profoundly inhibit
proliferation of PI3K-active cell lines (Fig. 4C). Thenwe compared
the response of nine thyroid cancer cell lines to both GSK650394
(3 mmol/L) and to another SGK inhibitor, EMD638686, again
used at a lower concentration (2.5 mmol/L) than usually found
in published studies (10 mmol/L). We found a strong correla-
tion between the sensitivity of these cells to the two inhibitors,
further suggesting that they are indeed targeting SGK (Fig. 4D).

Next, we used the four Pten�/�,KrasG12D cell lines described
above, two of which also carry the Pdk1L155E mutation, to dem-
onstrate that these two inhibitors were able to decrease cell
proliferation in a dose-dependent manner in the AGC kinase-
proficient cells, but not in the AGC kinase-defective lines (Fig. 4E
and F). Furthermore, we tested whether GSK650394 could affect
the ability of SGK to phosphorylate NDRG1 in T4888M cells and
found that it significantly reduced NDRG1 phosphorylation.
Interestingly, concomitant AKT inhibition was required for full
ablation of phosphorylation, suggesting that, at least in specific
cellular contexts, NDRG1 is a common target of SGK and AKT
(Fig. 4G).

Finally, we performed a time course analysis of the effect of 3
mmol/L GSK650394 on the proliferation of PI3K-active thyroid
cancer cells and found that SGK inhibition profoundly affected
cell growth, with inhibition rates ranging between 63% and 95%
after 4 days (Fig. 4H), thus formally validating SGK as a critical
component of the PI3K-dependent oncogenic machinery.

SGK1 depletion reduces proliferation and viability of PI3K-
active cancer cells

SGK is a family of three closely related kinases. To assess their
relative contribution to the transformation process, we analyzed
the RNA level of the three isoforms in the thyroid of control, Pten-
mutant, and double-mutant mice and found that Sgk1 is themost
highly expressed of the three genes, while Sgk2 expression levels
are several orders ofmagnitude lower than those of Sgk1 and Sgk3
(Fig. 5A). These results were also confirmed at the protein level, in
thyroid extracts from wild-type and Pten-mutant mice (Fig. 5B).
More variability, instead, was observed in mouse thyroid cancer
cell lines,where, although Sgk1 is still themost expressed gene, the
relative expression of Sgk2 and Sgk3 is different in each line (Fig.
5C). The almost undetectable expression of Sgk2 suggests that this
isoform is unlikely to play a critical role in the control of thyroid
cell proliferation. On the other hand, Sgk3 is unique among the

SGK genes, as it has an N-terminal PX-domain targeting the
protein to the endosomes, where it is activated in response to
the class III PI3K Vps34 (23). On the basis of these notions, as
well as on preliminary shRNA-based experiments showing
very limited effects of Sgk3 depletion on cell proliferation (Sup-
plementary Fig. S3), we focused on Sgk1 as the primary conduit
of this AKT-independent, PI3K-driven pathway.

Preliminary experiments revealed that constitutive and sus-
tained shRNA-mediated Sgk1 depletion is not tolerated by
PI3K-active thyroid cancer cells and that no stably transduced
pools could bemaintained formore than a fewpassages. Thus, we
generated doxycycline-inducible mouse and human thyroid can-
cer cell lines, using a previously validated shRNA (9) that targets
both mouse and human SGK1 (Fig. 5D). Four days of SGK1
depletion resulted in reduced NDRG1 phosphorylation and in a
slight increase in AKT activation, accompanied by a minor
increase in GSK3b phosphorylation (Fig. 5D). However, no
changes in S6 phosphorylation were observed.

Analysis of cell proliferation upon shSgk1 induction revealed
dramatic growth suppression in both mouse (Fig. 5E–G) and
human (Fig. 5H) thyroid cancer cells harboring driver mutations
that activate PI3K signaling, with inhibition rates ranging between
68% and 98% after 6 days of doxycycline treatment. The growth-
suppressive effect, conversely, was significantly lower in human
thyroid cancer cell lines without mutations activating PI3K
(44%; Fig. 5I; Supplementary Fig. S4).

Flow cytometric analysis of control and shSgk1-induced thy-
roid cancer cells showed that SGK depletion caused arrest in G1 at
early time points (Fig. 5J), followed, 24 to 48 hours later, by
induction of a significant degree of apoptosis (Fig. 5K).

Taken together, these data show that PI3K-active thyroid cancer
cells absolutely need SGK1 activity to support sustained prolif-
eration and survival.

To test the long-term effect of SGK1 depletion on the growth of
PI3K-active thyroid cancer cells, we performed a 3-week long
analysis of cell proliferation using the THJ16T cell line. Induction
of shSGK1 drastically reduced cell proliferation, which reached its
lowest level by day 6 and then remained rather constant for the
remainder of the follow-up (Fig. 6A). SGK1-depleted cells, how-
ever, did not undergo irreversible growth inhibition or senes-
cence, as doxycycline removal after 12 days promptly restored the
normal proliferation rate for these cells (Fig. 6A, green line).

SGK1 depletion impairs tumor growth in vivo
To test the effect of SGK1 depletion on tumor growth in vivo,

we generated xenograft models using the murine T4888M
cell line (Pten�/�, Tp53�/�) and the human THJ16T cell line
(PIK3CAE545K, TP53�/�). Doxycycline-mediated induction of
the shRNA targeting SGK1 severely impaired tumor growth in
both models (Fig. 6B and C). In line with the higher knockdown
level (see Fig. 5D), the effect was more dramatic in the THJ16T
xenograft: SGK1 depletion resulted in tumor regression in almost
90% of cases, with complete tumor disappearance in 25% of
the mice (Fig. 6D). These results were further validated by tumor
weight analysis at endpoint, demonstrating that, despite contin-
uous PI3K signaling, SGK1 depletion reduced mean tumor size
by over 80% (Fig. 6E).

IHC analysis of these tumors showed no significant changes
in the number of apoptotic cells. However, the fraction of
proliferating cells was strikingly reduced in SGK1-depleted cells
(Fig. 6F).
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Figure 4.

SGK activity is critical for the proliferation of thyroid cancer cells carrying PI3K-activating mutations. A, Heatmap illustrating the effect of inhibitors of different
PI3K-dependent AGC kinases on the proliferation of mouse and human thyroid cancer cell lines. Colored horizontal bars below the heatmap indicate the
known driver mutation for each cell line. B, Western blot analysis of the phosphorylation of the SGK target, NDRG1, in the thyroids from mice of the indicated
genotypes. C, Effect of a reduced concentration (3 mmol/L) of the SGK inhibitor GSK650394 on the proliferation of mouse and human thyroid cancer cell lines. D,
Correlation between the responses of representative thyroid cancer cell lines to low concentrations of the SGK inhibitors GSK650394 and EMD638683. E–F,
Differential response to two different SGK inhibitors of mouse thyroid cancer cell lines proficient or impaired in AGC kinase activation. G, Western blot analysis
of the phosphorylation of the SGK1 target, NDRG1, in the T4888M cells upon 6-hour treatment with the indicated inhibitors. H, Analysis of the proliferation of
different PI3K-active thyroid cancer cell lines treated with the SGK inhibitor GSK650394.
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SGK1 depletion impairs PI3K-dependent thyroid cancer cell proliferation. A, qPCR analysis of the expression of Sgk1, -2, and -3 in the thyroids of mice of the
indicated genotypes, showing predominant expression of Sgk1. B, Western blot validation of the qPCR results using thyroid extracts from the indicated genotypes.
C, qPCR analysis of the expression of Sgk1, -2, and -3 in mouse thyroid cancer cell lines, showing predominant expression of Sgk1. D, Western blot analysis
of shRNA-mediated SGK1 depletion upon 96-hour doxycycline treatment of the indicated cell lines. Asteriskmarks a nonspecific band only observed inmouse cells.E–H,
Analysis of the effect of doxycycline-regulated Sgk1 depletion on the proliferation of PI3K-active mouse and human thyroid cancer cells. I, Representative
example of the minimal effect of SGK1 depletion on the proliferation of a human BRAFV600E-driven thyroid cancer cell line. J, shRNA-mediated Sgk1 depletion induces
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SGK1 inhibition increases the efficacy of AKT targeting
The notion that SGK1 activation is fully dependent on PI3K

signaling leads to the prediction that simultaneous targeting of
both kinases should not result in a significant advantage over PI3K
inhibition alone.

We tested this postulate using the doxycycline-inducible
shSGK1 T4888M and THJ16T cell lines. As expected, the pan-
PI3K inhibitor GDC0941 was clearly effective in reducing thyroid
cancer cell proliferation over a 3-day period. When comparing
each time point to the proliferation of untreated cells, simulta-
neous depletion of SGK1 dramatically increased the overall
growth-suppressive effect (Fig. 7A). However, when we normal-
ized cell proliferation at eachGDC0941 concentration to thebasal
proliferation in the presence or absence of SGK1, thus obtaining a
measure of the "net effect" ofGDC0941 treatment, it became clear
that SGK1 depletion paradoxically reduced the net ability of
GDC0941 to inhibit cell proliferation, in particular in the THJ16T
cells (Fig. 7B). These data demonstrate that SGK1 is a key PI3K
downstream effector for the induction of proliferation, and thus,
its absence reduces the net ability of PI3K inhibitors to impact cell
proliferation, despite complete abolishment of AKT and S6 phos-
phorylation (Fig. 7C).

Along the same lines, simultaneous pharmacologic cotargeting
of PI3K and SGKs did not result in strong synergistic activity
(Supplementary Fig. S5).

Our model also predicts that targeting in combination the two
major PI3K effectors, AKT and SGK, should bemore effective than

targeting each kinase separately. In fact, we found that the AKT
inhibitor MK2206 strongly synergized with SGK inhibition in
both T4888MandTHJ16T cells, with aCI at EC90 of 0.58 and0.45,
respectively (Fig. 7C and D).

Prolonged inhibition of certain signaling pathways can elicit
adaptive responses that result in the development of resistance to
the inhibitor. These responses are usually not evident in the
standard 3-day proliferation assays. To assess the effect of long-
term pathway inhibition on cell proliferation, we measured the
doubling rate of T4888M cells over a 2-week period and found
that the growth-inhibitory effect of the PI3K inhibitor GDC0941,
used at EC90, was rapidly and progressively lost, beginning after 6
days of continuous treatment (Fig. 7E, red line). On the other
hand, single-agent treatment with the AKT inhibitor MK2206 or
the SGK inhibitor GSK650394, at their EC80, had a more steady
growth-suppressive effect. Strikingly, when administered in com-
bination, these two inhibitors dramatically synergized, leading to
almost complete inhibition of cell proliferation (Fig. 7E).

Thus, combined inhibition of the two critical PI3K effectors,
AKT and SGK, has a clearly increased and prolonged therapeutic
potential, compared with direct PI3K inhibition.

Discussion
Three decades of research have formally established the critical

role of the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway in tumor development and
progression (24). At the same time, the development of genetic
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Figure 6.

SGK1 depletion impairs thyroid cancer growth in vivo. A, Long-term Sgk1 depletion induces reversible growth suppression. A total of 50,000 THJ16T-shSGK1
cells were plated, then counted and replated at the same density every 3 days. B and C, T4888M-shSgk1 and THJ16T-shSGK1 cells were injected into the
flank of NSGmice; doxycycline treatment was initiated when tumors reached approximately 100 mm3, and tumor growth was monitored every 2 days. D,Waterfall
plot showing that SGK1 depletion in THJ16T cells caused a 30% or more decrease in tumor size in 7 of 8 tumors. E, Endpoint measurement of excised tumor
weight. The boxes extend from the 25th to the 75th percentiles; the line in the middle of the box is plotted at the median; the whiskers are drawn down to
the 10th percentile and up to the 90th. F, Ki67 and TUNEL immunostaining of representative sections from control and shSGK1 THJ16T tumors.
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tools for accurate pathway dissection and of small-molecule
inhibitors of most members of this signaling cascade have uncov-
ered the existence of an intricate network of signals and feedbacks,
which strongly underlines the need for a deeper understanding of
this pathway, if we want to effectively target it for therapeutic
purposes (25).

One of the tenets that have been recently challenged by several
studies is theuniversal role ofAKTactivation as the critical conduit
of PI3K-transforming signals (26). As an example, activation of
SGK3 has been shown to be essential for the growth of a subset of
PIK3CA-mutant breast tumors exhibiting only minimal AKT
activation (7).

Our data address for the first time, in a clinically relevant in vivo
model, the question of AKT sufficiency in a tumor type that
instead relies on AKT activity as an effector of PI3K activation.
In fact, we show that simultaneous genetic ablation of Akt1 and
Akt2 completely suppresses thyroid cancer development in mice

with thyroid-specific loss of the Pten tumor suppressor gene, thus
formally proving that AKT activity is essential for tumorigenesis
downstream of PI3K in this tissue. At the same time, the residual
hyperplasia observed in [Pten, Akt1, Akt2]thyr�/� mice suggests
that additional PI3K-dependent, AKT-independent pathways
contribute to thyrocyte hyperproliferation.

The Pdk1 L155E genetic model that uncouples AKT-dependent
and AKT-independent pathways downstream of PI3K has been
previously utilized to show that PI3K-dependent, AKT-indepen-
dent pathways are required for T-cell progenitor proliferation
(27), leucine-induced mTORC1/S6K activation in the cardiac
muscle (28), and proper brain patterning (29). Our data further
extend these concepts by providing clear genetic evidence that
activation of AGC kinases controlled by PDK1 via its PIF pocket is
critical not only for the proliferative response to PI3K activation,
but also for the ability of PI3K to drive neoplastic transformation
and tumor progression in three well-characterized mouse models
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Figure 7.

Combined targeting of AKT and SGK completely inhibits proliferation of PI3K-active cancer cells. A and B, Dose–response plots showing the effect of SGK1
depletion on the efficacy of PI3K targeting. Doxycycline þ values are shown as ratio to completely untreated cells in A and as ratio to doxycycline-treated,
GDC-0941–untreated cells in B. C, Western blot analysis of the phosphorylation of AKT and S6 in the THJ16T and T4888M cells upon 6-hour treatment with the
indicated inhibitors at concentrations corresponding to EC75–EC90 as single drug. D, Pharmacologic cotargeting of AKT and SGK at a constant inhibitors ratio,
showing synergistic interaction between the two compounds. E, Long-term treatment of T4888M cells with the indicated inhibitors, showing progressive
resistance to PI3K inhibition, and complete growth suppression with combined AKT and SGK inhibition.
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of follicular, poorly differentiated, and anaplastic thyroid cancer,
respectively.

The AGC kinases cocontrolled by PI3K and PDK1 are grouped
in three major families, S6K, PKC, and SGK, each with multiple
members. This renders impractical any in vivo genetic approach to
pinpoint the critical kinases that act downstream of PI3K to
facilitate tumor initiation.

We elected instead to use a small-scale inhibitor-based screen,
combined with shRNA approaches in established thyroid cancer
cell lines, to identify which AGC kinase is required for the
maintenance of the transformed phenotype in cells that depend
on PI3K activity. This approach has resulted in the identification
of SGK1 as the primary candidate for this role.

SGK1 was originally discovered as an immediate early gene,
induced by glucocorticoids and serum (30) and has historically
been associated with the control of ion transport, in particular in
the kidney (31). Notably, AKT and SGK1 display a high level of
target promiscuity, which has often complicated the attribution of
specific functions to either of them (32). Accumulating data in
recent years support the notion that SGK1 might play a distinct,
AKT-independent role in cellular transformation as an effector of
activated PI3K signaling. As an example, Sgk1�/� mice develop
less colon tumors than wild-type mice when subjected to chemi-
cal carcinogenesis (33), andApcMin/þ, Sgk1�/�mice display a 75%
reduction in the number of tumors per mouse, compared with
ApcMin/þ mice (34).

However, the best characterized mechanism through which
SGK1 has been described to contribute to transformation is via
opportunistic compensationuponPI3KorAKT inhibition. In fact,
in breast cancer cells expressing high levels of SGK1 and treated
with a PI3K inhibitor, SGK1 was shown to stimulate mTORC1
activity by directly phosphorylating TSC2, thus inducing resis-
tance to PI3K inhibition (8). Along the same lines, high levels of
SGK1 have been found to predict resistance to AKT inhibitors in
breast cancer cells (9).

Here, we have demonstrated that loss of SGK1 profoundly
impacts thyroid cancer cell proliferation and survival, both in vitro
and in vivo, despite intact PI3K and AKT activity. As such, our
results support a newmodel inwhich SGK1 plays an essential role
as an integral part of PI3K-transforming machinery.

Further in-depth work is of course warranted to identify the
specific pathways controlled by SGK1 in its oncogenic role. This
function might be attained by impinging upon classical AKT
targets and contributing to their phosphorylation, or by control-
ling known SGK targets that impact cell proliferation, such as the
Ca2þ release–activated Ca2þ channel (ICRAC; ref. 35), potassium
channels such as Kv1.3 (36), proton exchangers such as NHE3
(37), or the epithelial sodium channel, ENAC (38). Alternatively,
SGK1 could phosphorylate still unknown targets, which may
contribute to neoplastic transformation either directly or by
controlling additional downstream players.

The notion that SGK1 is a critical component of the PI3K
oncogenic pathway has obvious clinical consequences. Our data
clearly show that, upon short-term exposure, SGK1 genetic deple-
tion does not significantly increase the efficacy of PI3K inhibition,

as SGK1 activation appears to be completely PI3K dependent. At
the same time, however, we show that prolonged exposure to a
pan-PI3K inhibitor elicits a rapid adaptive response that dramat-
ically dampens the efficacy of the inhibitor. This effect correlates
with andmight bemechanistically linked to the limited and short-
lived responses to different PI3K inhibitors observed in clinical
trials (39–41).

Pharmacologic SGK inhibition, instead, appears to strongly
cooperate with AKT inhibition, does not instigate the adaptive
resistance response, and leads to sustained and powerful growth
inhibition, a result of a magnitude rarely observed in anaplastic
thyroid cancer models, and which might apply to additional
PI3K-dependent aggressive tumor types. Of note, the absence of
anymajor phenotype inmice lacking both Sgk1 and Sgk2 (42), or
both Sgk1 and Sgk3 (43), suggests that SGK inhibition should
cause limited toxicity in patients.

In conclusion, our results uncover an essential role of SGK1 in
the PI3K-mediated neoplastic transformation process and war-
rant an increased effort in the development of small-molecule
SGK inhibitors for clinical use, with the promise of more effective
and long-lasting therapeutic effects.
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